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The Ninety-Nines Mission Statement:
"The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education,
scholarships and mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing our
passion for flight."

General Meeting
November 16, 2022
7 pm
Salinas Airport Administration Building
342 Airport Blvd., Salinas
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Monterey Bay 99s

Member Activities

Chapter Officers

Chair:

Michaele Serasio

Vice-Chair:
Secretary:

Jeanne Sabankaya
Carolyn Dugger,
Mona Kendrick

Treasurer:

Alice Talnack
Committee Chairs

Michaele Serasio—Flying Citabria to KMRY,
KOAR, KSNS, SWS Fall meet @ Utah by Air
Hearts 99, SPA membership mtg, helped SNS
airshow
Theresa L/Byers—PVA, WEACT mtg
Jeanne Sabankaya—local flying & maneuvers,, WINGS 9/15, WINGS 10/1, WINGS
10/1, WINGS 10/13, SWS Conference
Utah9/29-10/2, Attended SNS Airshow 10/9

Aerospace Education:

Alice Talnack

Mercedes Eulitt—IPC completed

Air Marking:
Scholarship:

Michaele Serasio
Alice Talnack

Adeline Ochoa—private pilot lessons, night
flying

Membership:

Mercedes Eulitt

Historian:
Librarian:

Carolyn Dugger
Laura Barnett

Nikki Fryn—student, no lessons lately, copilot

Aviation Activities:
Legislative:

Jeanne Sabankaya
Alice Talnack

WebMistress:
Public Relations
Hospitality Chair:
Logbook Editor:

Gabrielle Adelman
———————Mona Kendrick
Jeanne Sabankaya

Mona Kendrick—local flying
Alice Talnack—SWS mtg Utah 9/29-10/3,
aerial tour Arches National Park, Canyonland
National Park, MOAB Airport, Wendover Historical Airfield, rental—class B KSLC touch &
gos, WINGS on-line program credit
Bridgett Higgins—dual flight practice 9/1
Jane Rosevelt—Private pilot member of Columbia Cascade 99s visitor

The 5th of the month is a soft deadline to submit
articles, photos, notes for the current month’s
publication. Send info to
jeannesabankaya@gmail.com

Carolyn Dugger
Laura Barnett
Kay Harmon—SNS Airport—chat w/ airport
mgr, attended P2P event 8/12, Art Teeters memorial, planning parachute jump on birthday
11/26
Behind-the-scene committees
WAAC—???
WEACT—Theresa L/Byers, Jeanne Sabankaya
SPA –Kay Harmon, Sophia Taylor-Home
Hollister Airport—Kay Harmon
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By Michaele Serasio
November 2022

Hope everyone is keeping warm! Weather is getting chilly. Time to get the Crock Pots going for hot
soup!! I wish everyone a delicious Thanksgiving!! Be safe when traveling and get your 3rd Booster for
COVID 19, Flu shot and Pneumonia Vaccine (if eligible).
I thought for this month I would provide some Brain Teasers for all. I have been working VERY hard behind the scenes regarding our MB99s Chapter. I will tell all at the Business Meeting Wednesday Nov 16 in
Salinas. See you there!

Easy airplanes trivia questions:
#1 What is the world’s largest passenger aircraft?
#2 How is the fear of flying called?
#3 What was the world’s fastest airliner?
#4 What is the name of the airplane carrying the President of the United States?
#5 Which language must all airline pilots speak?

#6 What is the name of the aircraft used for the first solo nonstop transatlantic flight?
#7 During which war was the super marine spitfire used by the RAF (Royal Air Force)?
#8 Which manufacturer makes the Triple 777?
#9 When was the first flight of the Concorde?
#10 How many passengers can be carried by the a 380?

True or False
#1 The pilot and copilot usually eat a different meal?

#2 Airplanes can’t be hit by lightning?
#3 An airplane crashed into the Empire State Building before 2001?
#4 Prince Charles never flew in the same plane than Prince William?

Answers on page _13___of this Logbook
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Monterey Bay 99s –

Have you donated this year? Time to make that yearly donation of $20.00 for chapter dues.
Examples of how your $20.00 donation is used throughout the year are:
We donate to the Women Pilots Museum, Amelia Earhart Museum, the 99s Endowment
Fund and fund projects at our International Headquarters in Oklahoma City.
Locally, your dues help the chapter maintain our storage hangar, aviation library, monthly
meeting locations, chapter supplies for various aviation presentations and activities, aviation related toys for the KSBW holiday program, sponsor inductees to the Forest of Friendship, new member badges and more…
And, traditionally our yearly Aviation Scholarship Program to a local female applicant seeking her pilot license or new rating.
A great value for just a $20.00 donation for an entire year.
How to donate:
Make checks payable to the Monterey Bay 99s.
Mail to: Alice Talnack, 140 Dovewood Lane, Aptos, CA. 95003
We also take donations via SQUARE using your credit card. Some members are finding it easier to
pay multi-year dues.
Thank you for contributing to the goals and operations of our chapter.
As always, your support for all that we do to promote aviation is greatly appreciated.
An easy way to Support the Monterey Bay Chapter Shopping on Amazon? – Use Smile.Amazon.com to place your order.
Select the Monterey Bay Chapter of the Southwest Section of the Ninety-Nines as your charity to
support. Once you select Monterey Bay as your charity all future Smile.Amazon purchases will automatically be credited to our chapter. Spread the word about this chapter fundraiser to family
members, companies, etc. for their purchases.
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MONTEREY BAY 99s’ PERPETUAL CALENDAR
November
Nov. 2—birthday of the 99s
December
Holiday Potluck/Party
“Share the Holidays” aviation related toys for children drive
Deadline for Scholarship Applications
Day-after-Christmas, aviation toy shopping
January
Southwest Section Winter Workshop Meeting
February
Cookies for the towers & airport staff
March

MB99s Nominating Committee—Bi-Annual
Salinas Air Show
WIA
April
MB99s ballots distributed for new officers—Bi-Annual
Southwest Spring Section Meeting
May
MB99s Scholarship Award & Luncheon
June
Chapter Reports Due to International
MB99s—History & Scrapbook Remembrance/Updates
Identify pilots for Section Award @ Fall SWS meeting
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Bay Cities 99s’ Poker Run
Bay Cities invited everyone to participate in their Poker Run by joining them raising money for their scholarships. People can fly to the 5 airports preselected by the Poker Run committee, fly to some of the airports,
or even drive to the final destination and buy a card for $5. The object is to have 5 cards at the “show your
hand” time that could bring you a win. Michaele Serasio and her mother Georgia, Jeanne Sabankaya and
her instructor Anna Gooding participated. The 5 airports (in no particular order) were Hollister, San Martin,
Reid Hillview, Palo Alto and Hayward. We had to find the colorful basket hanging on a fence near the given FBO or terminal at every airport, get one sealed envelope and bring it back to Meridian FBO at Hayward.

Hollister Airport

Basket on fence

San Martin Airport

Palo Alto Airport

Reid Hillview Airport

Permission to fly over mid field at
San Jose International Airport, Apple’s ring, Meridian FBO at Hayward Airport and our C172 in foreground.
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Jeanne did the flying during the Poker Run and Anna
worked the radios and communications. We are headed for
Palo Alto Airport passing by Moffett Airfield. We had to
dodge around the clouds to leave the KWVI area and get to
KHVC, stayed low and had flight following. There were
some turbulence and on the flight back after leaving KHWD,
a combination of jet vortex and turbulence lifted the right
wing up. That was exciting.

It’s Halloween , and Michaele has
brought Amelia back to life.
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YOUNG EAGLES

Our next rally is Saturday November, 5th. The registration is closed for students to sign up because
we already have 66 kids registered at Youngeaglesday.org. We have 5 pilots saying they can be
there to fly but could always use more. When the weather is good it is always a good time at the
hangar on Young Eagle Rally Saturdays. Contact Tom Hail.@ fly44d@gmail.com They can use
more pilots.

Watsonville Airport Advisory Committee

The Watsonville Airport Advisory Committee (WAAC) consists of 7 members who are appointed by the
City Manager.
WAAC is an aviation specific advisory body tasked to make recommendations to the City Manager on
issues that include: (1) review of Airport Master Plan, (2) Airport Capital Improvement planning, alternative financing sources and coordination with other government agencies, (3) Rates and Charges, (4)
Policies to ensure economic viability and (5) Noise Abatement.
Please call 831-768-3575 for more information or email Committee members. Meeting is held at the
Watsonville City Hall at 275 Main Street, top floor. Zoom is not available.
The October 26, 2022 minutes were not found to share with our readers. Agenda items included:
6.a
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT - 1726 FREEDOM BLVD
CDD presents an update on a Starbucks application within Safety Zone 4
6.b
AIRPORT LAYOUT PLAN UPDATE
Review of key changes planned over coming years and a proposed Town Hall meeting to review ALP update/
changes prior to submittal for FAA approval
6.d
DIRECTOR'S REPORT
a. Quarterly Financial Update
b. SASO RFP Update
c. FAA Safety Stand Down Update
d. Airport Access Security Project Update
e. 75th Anniversary Update
The next Committee meeting will be held on January 25, 2023
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Midair Collisions and What We Can Learn from Them
The mid-air collision between a Cessna 152 and a Cessna 340 at the Watsonville Airport on August 18, 2022
was extremely sad and an eye-opener about flying in non-towered airspace. Undoubtedly, most of us have
heard this tragic story repeatedly and have been wondering how something like this could have happened.
This article is not going to rehash what most of you have already heard. Instead, it gives us an opportunity
to learn and to be better pilots through someone else’s demise. Since this accident, there has been numerous
seminars on this subject. Here are my notes from “Strategies and Tactics to Avoid Mid-Air Collisions.”


From 2013-2016 there were 8-10 mid air collisions per year.



NMAC (near miss) 92/ year (could involve drones).
You may be following rules but not all pilots do



Occurred in good weather and day light hours.



Parallel runways
Watch out for the other guy
Be on the right runway



Don’t sightsee, look for the other aircraft.



If you see something, say something.



Op lights on, look outside 90% of time for traffic, listen to radio, talk, take action.



Look outside your window by visually scanning 10 degrees/second across .



Be aware of airplanes’ blind spots.



Use Collision Avoidance Position Reporting lights.



Clear Concise Cor r ect Situation Awar eness enhancing communication.



Make sure final is clear before turning (lift wing to see immediate threat).



Put space between you and the other plane by going vertical, or descend (as appropriate), extend downwind.



If you sense an immediate threat, do something. No sudden moves but cautiously take up a course away
from threat, turn 15-20 degrees away from final



ATC is collision avoidance. Use them when available.



ADS-B shows where to focus, don’t fixate, doesn’t show all traffic.



Computerized traffic system such as ForeFlight tells you where the other planes are (most of the time if
they are equipped with a devise).



Brief your passenger to tell you how, when, where to look for traffic (fly defensively)



Consider avoiding areas of increased traffic.
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(continued from previous page)
During the webinar, AC 90-66B and FAR 91.113 were referenced. Although straight-in landings are not prohibited, airports and most pilots prefer the PREDICTABLE maneuver of entering the downwind leg on a 45
degree. We know what the rules for Right-of-Way are but when it comes to safety, who cares if you have the
right –of-way if you put yourself in danger by being hard-headed.
Also, older, smaller planes may not be equipped with radio. It is suggested that pilots flying planes with no
radio (NORDO) should bring a hand-held so communication can be established.
U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Aviation Administration

Advisory Circular Subject: Non-Towered Airport Flight Operations
Date: 3/13/18 AC No: 90-66B Initiated by: AFS-800 Change:
9.5 Straight-In Landings. The FAA encour ages pilots to use the standar d tr affic patter n when ar r iving
or departing a non-towered airport or a part-time-towered airport when the control tower is not operating, particularly when other traffic is observed or when operating from an unfamiliar airport. However, there are occasions where a pilot can choose to execute a straight-in approach for landing when not intending to enter the
traffic pattern, such as a visual approach executed as part of the termination of an 4 3/13/18 AC 90-66B instrument approach. Pilots should clearly communicate on the CTAF and coordinate maneuvering for and execution of the landing with other traffic so as not to disrupt the flow of other aircraft. Therefore, pilots operating in the traffic pattern should be alert at all times to aircraft executing straight-in landings, particularly when
flying a base leg prior to turning final.
9.6 Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) Traffic. Pilots conducting instr ument appr oaches should be par ticularly alert for other aircraft in the pattern so as to avoid interrupting the flow of traffic, and should bear in
mind they do not have priority over other VFR traffic. Pilots are reminded that circling approaches require left
-hand turns unless the approach procedure explicitly states otherwise. This has been upheld by prior FAA legal interpretations of § 91.126(b).
9.6.1 Non-instrument-rated pilots might not understand radio calls referring to approach waypoints, depicted
headings, or missed approach procedures. IFR pilots often indicate that they are on a particular approach, but
that may not be enough information for a non-IFR-rated pilot to know your location. It is better to provide
specific direction and distance from the airport, as well as the pilot’s intentions upon completion of the approach. For example, instead of saying, “PROCEDURE TURN INBOUND V-O-R APPROACH 36,” it
should be “6 MILES SOUTH … INBOUND V-O-R APPROACH RUNWAY 36, LOW APPROACH ONLY” or “6 MILES SOUTH … INBOUND V-O-R APPROACH RUNWAY 36, LANDING FULL STOP.”

(continue to next page)
By Jeanne Sabankaya
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(continue from previous page)

91.113 Right-of-way rules: Except water operations.

(b) General. When weather conditions permit, regardless of whether an operation is conducted under instrument flight rules or visual flight rules, vigilance shall be maintained by
each person operating an aircraft so as to see and avoid other aircraft. When a rule of this
section gives another aircraft the right-of-way, the pilot shall give way to that aircraft and may
not pass over, under, or ahead of it unless well clear.
(c) In distress. An aircraft in distress has the right-of-way over all other air traffic.
(d) Converging. When aircraft of the same category are converging at approximately the same
altitude (except head-on, or nearly so), the aircraft to the other's right has the right-of-way. If
the aircraft are of different categories (1) A balloon has the right-of-way over any other category of aircraft;
(2) A glider has the right-of-way over an airship, powered parachute, weight-shift-control aircraft, airplane, or rotorcraft.
(3) An airship has the right-of-way over a powered parachute, weight-shift-control aircraft, airplane, or rotorcraft.
However, an aircraft towing or refueling other aircraft has the right-of-way over all other engine-driven aircraft.
(e) Approaching head-on. When aircraft are approaching each other head-on, or nearly so,
each pilot of each aircraft shall alter course to the right.
(f) Overtaking. Each aircraft that is being overtaken has the right-of-way and each pilot of an
overtaking aircraft shall alter course to the right to pass well clear.
(g) Landing. Aircraft, while on final approach to land or while landing, have the right-of-way
over other aircraft in flight or operating on the surface, except that they shall not take advantage of this rule to force an aircraft off the runway surface which has already landed and is
attempting to make way for an aircraft on final approach. When two or more aircraft are approaching an airport for the purpose of landing, the aircraft at the lower altitude has the rightof-way, but it shall not take advantage of this rule to cut in front of another which is on final
approach to land or to overtake that aircraft.

As a result of the midair collision, the FAA wants Watsonville Airport to have delegates
from the various pilot groups to be involved in a Safety Seminar/Workgroup. Theresa
Lewandoski will be our representative.
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AVIATION ACTIVTTIES

DATES

TOPIC

REFERENCE

Nov. 5

Flying Companion Seminar 8:30 a.m. All day @ KRHV
Trade Winds Aviation
408-729-5100 or contact
Santa Clara 99s

Nov. 5

Sacramento Valley 99’s 75th anniversary luncheon
11:30 a.m. @ Cattleman’s
Roseville. $30
Contact Kalista @ 916-213-1310

Nov. 7

Webinar—Surface Safety
Symposium for GA

FAASafety,gov 7 pm WINGS credit
Select # AFS0117189

Nov. 9

Once a Pilot, Always a Pilot

International’s webinar by Mary Build

Webinar

5 pm Go to International and register

Havasu 600 Air Race

Cottonwood to Lake Havasu

Nov. 10-12

Details: FACEBOOK.COM/
RIOCOLORADO99S
Nov. 11

Webinar—Automation
Management & Truckee-Tahoe

FAASafety.gov

7 pm WINGS credit

Select # WP27117246

Airport
Nov. 26

Skydive Monterey Bay

approximately @ 10:30 a.m. sky dive
with Kay Harmon at 15,000’ celebrate
her birthday. Call to schedule a jump
or come and watch 831-384-3483 @
Marina Airport.
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BOOK REVIEW
LIFE TAKES WINGS

by Captain Lynn Rippelmeyer

I loved this book….. this was a gal that took the opportunities
that came her way until she was flying the 747! That career did
not come easy, needed tremendous efforts, working all sorts of
side jobs and lots of travel which comes from pulling it all together from distance locations.
Lynn was growing up much the same time as I was, experiencing many of the same things with an ongoing gradual easing of
the social strict structures. Then again of having women in the
cockpit was very difficult for some pilots to accept. Oh was that a difficult time. However, the experience of walking the seeing eye dog on the side of the taxiway as the flight was in a ground hold,
will have you doubled over laughing.
Much like the 99s began with a collection of women pilots, Lynn was in at the beginning of ISA+21
(International Social Affiliation of Women Airline Pilots…21 members). Soon changed to International Society of Women Airline Pilots.
I will donate this book to the Chapter's Library…you will enjoy it
Joanne Nissen

Sign-up for Hospitality
November—KSNS

Michaele

December—EAA @ WVI

Holiday potluck arty

January—KSNS

Alexandria Shairo

February– KWVI

Theresa

March-KSNS

Nikki Frynn

April– KWVI

Laura Barnett

November 2022 Prop Wash Answers
Questions
#1 Airbus A380

#7 WWII

True or False

#2 Aerophobia

#8 Boeing

#1 True

#3 Concorde

#9 1969

#2 False

#4 Air Force One

#10 853

#3 True– military plane 1945

#5 English

#4 True

#6 Spirit of St. Louis
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Monterey Bay Chapter 99s
c/o Michaele Serasio
flyngnurse@aol.com

Calendar of Events
Nov. 5

9 a.m.—Young Eagles

Nov. 8

7 p.m SPA meeting at Flying Artichoke SNS

Nov. 10-12

Havasu 600 (see inside for details)

Nov. 16

7 pm Mby general mtg-SNS Airport Admin Office (342 Airport Blvd.)

Nov. 19

10 am-2 p.m. WEACT exercise at WVI taxiway C (shipping containers

Jan. 28, 2023

Winter SWS workshop—South Valley Aviatrix (LA chapter)
Wellness Retreat

Pending

2023 Spring SWS meeting—Long Beach chapter

Fall 2023

99s International meeting—

2023

Vancouver, British Columbia International meeting

Pending

2023 Fall SWS meeting—(Ventura County chapter)

Jordan
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